We deliver everything you need to maintain social distancing.

Our Locations

Charleston, SC  
(843) 566-0800

Cheraw, SC  
(843) 537-2981

Columbia, SC  
(803) 783-1200

Dillon, SC  
(843) 774-5155

Florence, SC  
(843) 664-2040

Greenville, SC  
(864) 271-1720

Greenwood, SC  
(864) 223-7635

Kinston, NC  
(252) 523-5164

Myrtle Beach, SC  
(843) 448-4451

Sumter, SC  
(803) 778-6575

Whiteville, NC  
(910) 640-5551

We’re just a call or click away.

800.922.3535

www.heraldoffice.com

“Let’s talk office solutions”

SUPPLIES

SERVICES

SOLUTIONS
Mounted Safety Shields

- Provides durable and clear protection for both employees and consumers
- Available in 3/16” acrylic and 1/8” polycarbonate material
- Mount to cash registers, desks or countertops
- With or without pass through
Countertop Safety Shields

Freestanding Sneeze Guard Shields
Desk and Counter Shields

- Freestanding or can be secured to work surface
- Comes with rubber bumpers on base to eliminate surface slipping
- Various heights and widths
- 3” high open bottom access for document pass-thru (framed models)
Hanging Safety Shields

- Lightweight and easy to hang
- Hanging hardware included
- Available in 3/16” acrylic and 1/8” polycarbonate material
- Custom sizes available
DESK SHIELDS

Workstation Upmount Screens

Provide a direct physical barrier between employees, patients and clients using one screen with four different ways to mount:

- Surface mounted
- Freestanding
- Worksurface mounted
- Panel mounted

**Surface Mount**
- **Features**
  - Can be secured to any surface with fasteners

**Freestanding**
- **Features**
  - Sits on any desk surface with 2” x 11” Wide Feet

**Worksurface Mount**
- **Features**
  - Clamps onto a worksurface 3/4” to 1 1/4” thick

**Panel Mount**
- **Features**
  - Clamps onto any panel system 2” to 3.5” thick
Workstation Scissor Shields

Divide your existing surface or workstation into two or more stations

- Notch out can be 24” or 30” to accommodate your surface depth
- 48” or 60” wide, 52” or 66” tall
- Available on castors or leveler glides
**DESK SHIELDS**

Worksurface Freestanding and Universal Protective Shields

These freestanding screens represent a universal solution that can be adapted to any working environment. Easy to install and freestanding, these screens can be placed on workstation surfaces, reception desks, or any type of surface that requires a physical barrier between individuals.

- Clear acrylic, easy to clean
- Screens can be fixed non-permanently with velcro
- Workstation: 24” H x 34” - 70” W
- Reception: 36” H x 36” - 48” W
The Defender Floor Shield

- 1/8" clear acrylic
- Easy to clean
- Polyurethane clear castors or glides
- 78" W x 60" H

Freestanding Floor Screens

- Glass or plexiglass insert with metal frame
- Available with glides or castors
- Three different heights to choose from: 61”, 64” or 81”
- 24”, 30”, 36”, 42” or 48” wide
Offices are reopening and it’s important to make sure they are ready for the new normal around health and safety. Invest in high-quality, made in the USA products to provide the extra margin of safety needed to continue to operate during this time of physical distancing. We specifically chose these materials to create products for their cleanability.

**Countertop Acrylic Protective Shield**
- List Price: $100 - $310
- 2 styles and 4 sizes available
- Custom sizes available
- Lead time: 2 days
- [https://waddellfurniture.com/acrylic-shield](https://waddellfurniture.com/acrylic-shield)

**Whiteboard Divider Partition**
- List price: $1,130 - $1,330
- Porcelain and Vinyl are easy to clean and disinfect
- Custom sizes available
- Available on glides or casters
- Lead time: 2 days
- [https://ghent.com/whiteboard-divider-partition](https://ghent.com/whiteboard-divider-partition)

**Clear Mobile Divider**
- List Price: $1,400 - $1,500
- Glass, acrylic, or acrylic with a thermometer cutout
- Custom sizes available
- Lead time: 2 days for full Glass or Acrylic; 5 days for Acrylic with cutout
- [https://ghent.com/clear-mobile-divider](https://ghent.com/clear-mobile-divider)

**Desktop Dividers**
- List Price: $225 - $635
- 2 standard sizes with clear or frosted acrylic panel
- Available as attachable or freestanding unit
- Lead time: 2 days

---

**Whiteboard Divider Shield**
- Porcelain and vinyl are easy to clean
- Available on glides and casters
- 2 day lead time

**Clear Mobile Divider**
- Glass, acrylic or acrylic with a thermometer cutout
- Custom sizes available
- 2-5 day lead time
High Quality Face Shields

Double thick PET clear shield is comfortable, lightweight and offers maximum visibility

Available in adult and child sizes

50 Disposable Facial Masks per box

This mask is lightweight, comfortable, and offers three layers of protection

District® Youth V.I.T.™ Shaped Face Mask (5 pack)

Designed for smaller faces, this soft cotton mask has adjustable ear loops and is shaped for a comfortable fit

Various color options available

Disposable Face Masks

50 pieces per box

Protective masks designed to fit children

FACE MASKS/SHIELDS

KIDS FACE MASKS

DISPOSABLE 3 LAYERS
PROTECTIVE FACE MASKS FOR KIDS

50 PCS
175X95 cm
Herald can produce all the vinyl your office needs for your walls and floors.

Did you know we can print floor vinyl?

Keep your customers and employees safe while managing day to day operations!

Ask your sales rep about all of our interior vinyl options:
- Window Cling
- Wrap Vinyl
- Translucent Vinyl
- Window Perforation
- Clear View

Vinyl Graphics
OneScreen GoSafe

Thermometer with 4’ Floor Stand
Annual Service will include manufacturer warranty, break fix, and manufacturer remote support.

OneScreen GoSafe Thermometer with Table Stand
Annual Service will include manufacturer warranty, break fix, and manufacturer remote support.

OneScreen GoSafe Thermometer with Wall Mount

Don’t let COVID-19 come through the front door

OneScreen GoSafe can prevent people with elevated temperature or no mask from entering your offices, schools, hospitals and public spaces.

Children can safely go back to school.

Customers can safely come back in.

Go safely back into public spaces.

made with Qualcomm Technologies
HYGIENE HUBS

KEY BENEFITS
- Hold supplies for students to clean desks and seating at the start and end of class
- Move easily to convenient locations without permanent wall dispenser attachment
- Properly ventilate wet paper trash through perforated metal back
- Match classroom aesthetics via surface materials options
- Repurpose cabinet as needs change

FEATURES
- Phenolic moisture proof top with 2 receptacle openings
- Customizable mounting board to mount your preferred:
  - Paper towel dispensers
  - Sanitizer spray and wipe holders
- Markerboard on back of mounting board for messaging

Trash bins, dispensers and cleaning supply holders not included
Maximum Trash bin size: 16 1/5” L x 16 1/5 W x 28 1/4” H

36”W X 36”H X 20”D CABINET
60”H OVERALL HEIGHT WITH MOUNTING BOARD

Shop the necessities with Herald’s Supply Division
HYGIENE HUBS

CUSTOMIZABLE CART
Holds what you want where you want it

KEY BENEFITS

• Attach dispensers and trash bins to meet unique needs
• Roll where needed without permanently attaching to the wall
• Adhere school notices or logo stickers
• Use back for messaging or other hang-ons
• Match classroom aesthetics via surface materials options

Shop the necessities with Herald’s Supply Division
**HAND SANITIZING STAND**
Flexible freestanding stand to sanitize hands conveniently

**KEY BENEFITS**
- Attach dispensers to meet unique needs
- Place where needed without permanently attaching to the wall
- Adhere school notices or logo stickers
- Match classroom aesthetics via surface materials options

**FEATURES**
- 1” thick mounting board that holds dispenser(s) of your choice
- Laminate front and back for easy cleaning and messaging
- Weighted base to prevent tipping
- Custom sizes available

Hand sanitizing dispenser not included

**MOUNTING BOARD IS 10”W X 18”H**

**42” OVERALL HEIGHT WITH HEAVY 12” X 12” BASE**

**DESK-MOUNTED SANITIZER HOLDER**
Supports social distancing & sanitizing between class sessions

**KEY BENEFITS**
- Avoid having students crowd around centralized cleaning supplies
- Let students quickly wipe down personal space before & after class while maintaining proper distancing
- Attach dispensers to existing tables without defacing
- Match classroom aesthetics via surface materials options
- Repurpose for large water bottles

**HOLDS LARGE-SIZE WIPE CONTAINERS**
OPENING IS 4.375” DIAMETER

**8”W X 8”D X 8”H NOMINALLY**

Hand sanitizer wipes not included

**List Price $75**

**EASY SCREW-ON ATTACHMENT TO UNDERSIDE OF WORKSURFACE**

**STURDY METAL HOLDER FOR HAND SANITIZING WIPES OF YOUR CHOICE OR STUDENT WATER BOTTLES**

**MATCH CLASSROOM AESTHETICS VIA SURFACE MATERIALS OPTIONS**

**LET STUDENTS QUICKLY WIPEDOWN PERSONAL SPACE BEFORE & AFTER CLASS WHILE MAINTAINING PROPER DISTANCING**

**AVOID HAVING STUDENTS CROWD AROUND CENTRALIZED CLEANING SUPPLIES**

**SHOP THE NECESSITIES WITH HERALD’S SUPPLY DIVISION**
Product Cleanability

Our wide variety of durable, cleanable finishes provide the right finishing touch to any space.

Social Distancing at School

Teachers will be challenged to find ways to incorporate collaboration while maintaining adequate social distancing between students. Those that support a variety of teaching styles know young learners thrive within adaptive environments.
Questions about where to start?

Updating your classroom and administration spaces to fit today's needs can be done with minor changes. Here are a few before and after examples. Contact our experts for help designing a safe space that works for your school.
Classroom Desktop Barriers

- Clear, lightweight, impact-resistant polycarbonate for all types of desk and tabletop use
- Freestanding design requires no tools for setup; stands upright with or without adhesive channel strips (included)
- Available in four sizes to accommodate a variety of traditional desktops and height of students
- Hinged models can fold flat or easy storage when not in use
- Provides added protection from respiratory droplets for both students and teachers
Designing for Healthy and Functional Learning Spaces